WRIISC PROVIDER AVAILABLE EDUCATION COLLECTIONS:
Accredited & Non-Accredited Curricula no Descriptions

To facilitate VA provider/staff access and uptake of learning, we have organized our available curricula into “Collections.” Each collection has also been given a stylized “thumbnail” which will appear in TMS to again increase both awareness ease of search/access.

Notes:
1) The On-Demand E-Learning is listed as its own collection. Appropriate modules are also listed as part of other relevant collections. Webinar curricula is listed in each collection accordingly: educational level > most current.
2) Once a webinar is hosted “live”, curriculum is available on WRIISC SharePoint site until it completes “enduring” accreditation process (which takes approximately 3 months) at which time appropriate TMS links will be added to the document.*
3) Curriculum not accredited as enduring, is only accessible on SharePoint.**
4) Archived non-accredited curricula available in SharePoint (w/o recording) due to removal of Flash outdated technology.***

WRIISC-HOME ACCREDITED COLLECTIONS

Note: All accredited curricula offer one (1) CEU of contact hour credit unless otherwise noted.

- **COLLECTION 1: On-Demand Curricula in Post-Deployment Health**
  (Essential post-deployment health curriculum which equips providers and community affiliates with the critical knowledge needed to address Veterans unique health concerns and provide recommendation for Veteran care and management).

- **COLLECTION 2: Airborne Hazards**
  (Provides clinicians with the knowledge needed to identify and understand deployment-related airborne and burn-pit hazard concerns of Veterans).

- **COLLECTION 3: Exposures**
  (Increases knowledge on how to recognize the role and importance of deployment related exposure assessment, identify steps for determining deployment related environmental exposures, provide available post deployment health resources, and describe approaches to communicating deployment related exposure issues to Veterans, their caregivers, and their family members).

- **COLLECTION 4: Gulf War Illness**
  (Provides the knowledge needed to identify, diagnose, manage and appropriately treat Gulf War illness in Veterans and to become familiar with and be able to apply the VA-DoD Clinical Practice Guideline for Chronic Multi-Symptom Illness as it can be applied to Gulf War Illness).

- **COLLECTION 5: Chronic Multi-symptom Illness**
  (Provides insight into chronic multi-symptom illness including the incidence in civilian and military populations, defining characteristics and the latest resources and management strategies to consider for care).

- **COLLECTION 6: Whole Health/Integrative Functional Medicine**
  (Increases knowledge about functional and integrative medicine and provides tools on various approaches that can improve Veteran care).

- **COLLECTION 7: Cognitive & Psychological Health**
  (Provides insight about Veteran combat experiences, mental health issues and therapy approaches and services to support Veteran care).

- **COLLECTION 8: Special Topics**
  (Encompasses a range topics, perspectives and recommendations to improve Veteran care).

WRIISC NON-ACCREDITED COLLECTION

- **COLLECTION 9: Podcasts**
  (A series on post-deployment health and useful patient-provider communication tools for providers and Veterans alike).
COLLECTION 1: On-Demand Curricula in Post-Deployment Health

**Module 1**
Assessing Deployment Related Environmental Exposures
90 Minutes = 1.50 CEUs
TRAIN: ID: 1070234
TMS: ID: 33195
Intends to increase clinician knowledge and to inform learners about how to recognize the role and importance of deployment related exposure assessment, identify steps for determining deployment related environmental exposures, provide available post deployment health resources, and describe approaches to communicating deployment related exposure issues to Veterans, their caregivers, and their family members.

**Module 2**
Airborne Hazards
60 Minutes = 1.0 CEU
TRAIN: ID: 1070422
TMS: ID: 33405
Provides clinicians with the knowledge needed to identify and understand deployment-related airborne hazards concerns of Veterans.

**Module 3**
Gulf War Illness
60 Minutes = 1.0 CEU
TRAIN: ID: 1074205
TMS: ID: 34572
Provides health care providers with the knowledge needed to identify, diagnose, manage and appropriately treat Gulf War illness in Veterans and to become familiar with and be able to apply the VA-DoD Clinical Practice Guideline for Chronic Multi Symptom Illness as it can be applied to Gulf War Illness.

Total CEUs for the On-Demand Series = 5.75 Credits
**MODULE 4**
Chronic Multi-symptom illness
75 Minutes = 1.25 CEUs
**TRAIN: ID: 1084440**
**TMS: ID: 38029**
Offers healthcare professionals an opportunity to gain insight into chronic multi-symptom illness including the incidence in civilian and military populations, defining characteristics and the latest resources and management strategies to consider for care.

**MODULE 5:**
Depleted Uranium and Toxic Embedded Fragments
60 Minutes = 1.0 CEU
**TRAIN: ID: 1087697**
**TMS: ID: 39365**
Provides health care professionals with knowledge about the current research on health effects in Depleted Uranium or DU-exposed (Pronounced D-U) populations, information about enrolling Veterans with suspected DU or toxic embedded fragments (TEF) fragments into VA registry programs, and guidance about the clinical approach to Veterans with TEF.

**COLLECTION 2: Airborne Hazards**

**WEBINARS**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

- WRIISC-HOME Enhanced Implementation of the Burn Pit Registry Clinical Evaluation (November 9, 2021): Anays Sotolongo, MD - NJ WRIISC; Drew Helmer, MD - IQuESt; Kyler Godwin, PhD; IQuESt

- VA’s Airborne Hazards and Burn Pits Center of Excellence: Evaluating Dyspnea (September 24, 2019): Mike Falvo, PhD - NJ WRIISC; Anays Sotolongo, MD - NJ WRIISC
  [https://bcove.video/2LRL7yf](https://bcove.video/2LRL7yf)**

**INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES**

- WRIISC-PDHS Respiratory Issues of Returning Combat Veterans (March 9, 2021):
  **TMS: ID# 44408 TRAIN: ID# 1098250**
  Michael J. Falvo, PhD, RCEP - NJ WRIISC; Anays Sotolongo, MD - NJ WRIISC

- WRIISC-PDHS The Airborne Hazards & Open Burn Pit Registry Follow-up Exam: What We've Learned (July 14, 2020):
  **TMS: ID# 43714 TRAIN: ID# 1098312**
  Michael J. Falvo, PhD, RCEP - NJ WRIISC; Eric Shuping, MD, MPH, FAAFP - HOME; Anays Sotolongo, MD - NJ WRIISC
COLLECTION 3: Exposures

WEBINARS

INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

• WRIISC-HOME Individual Longitudinal Exposure Record and Exposure Assessments: 75 Minutes = 1.25 CEUs (January 11, 2022): John Barrett, MD, MPH, MS - DC WRIISC; Michelle Kennedy Prisco, MSN, ANP-C - DC WRIISC; Eric Shuping, MD, MPH – HOME; Larry Vandergrift - DoD

• WRIISC-HOME Hot Topics in Environmental Exposures: Lead, Anti-Malarials and K-2: Introductory (September 14, 2021): Patricia Hastings, DO, MPH - HOME; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH - HOME; Eric Shuping, MD - HOME

• WRIISC-PDHS VA Telehealth Use: Environmental Health Registry Telehealth Services (May 11, 2021):
  TMS: ID# 45123
  Michelle Robertson, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH - HOME*

• Garrison Exposures and Emerging Health Concerns Dealing with Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) (April 9, 2019): Terra Vincent, PhD - HOME; Omowunmi Osinubi, MD - NJ WRIISC; Susan Santos, PhD, MS – NJ WRIISC
  https://bcove.video/3cZwZyB**

• Introduction to the National Environmental Health Program - Relevance to Veteran Care (November 27, 2018):
  Jerrold Flyer, MD, MA - Boise VAMC; Sandra Gracia-Lopez, MD, DABNM, DABNC - VISN 8; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH - HOME; Shanna Smith, DrPH, MPH - HOME; Rudy Taconrorti, MD, MPH, CMRO, CDME, ACME - Atlanta VAMC; Douglas Turner, MSA, MCP, MCSA, MCSE - Pittsburgh VAHS
  https://bcove.video/389lGTh* *

• Agent Orange and Vietnam Veterans (July 17, 2018):
  Marybeth Heffernan, MSN, RN, APN-C - NJ WRIISC; Michelle Prisco, MSN, ANP-C - DC WRIISC; Peter Rumm, MD, MPH - HOME
  https://bcove.video/3nmW7oj**

• Depleted Uranium Exposures and Embedded Metal Fragments – What Providers Need to Know (February 6, 2018):
  Melissa McDiarmid, MD, MPH, DABT - Baltimore VAMC; Joanna Gaitens, PhD, MS, MPH, RN - VA Toxic Embedded Fragment Surveillance Center
  https://bcove.video/2JXmmn1**

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES

• WRIISC-HOME Garrison Exposures: Camp Lejeune, Fort McClellan & PFAS: 75 Minutes = 1.25 CEUs (June 8, 2021):
  TMS: ID# 45406
  Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, MSc, MBA, FRCA, ABIHM, IFM-CP - NJ WRIISC; Michelle Robertson, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC; Terra Vincent, PhD – HOME
  http://va-eerc-ees.adobeconnect.com/px65pf1qc7qa/

• WRIISC/PDHS Science and Policy Updates: Vietnam, GW 1 Vets & their Descendants: 90 Minutes = 1.50 CEUs (May 12, 2020):
  TMS: ID# 43507
  Michele Robertson, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH - HOME
COLLECTION 4: Gulf War Illness

**WEBINARS**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

- **Gulf War Illness and Pain** *(June 11, 2019):*
  
  Peter Bayley, PhD - CA WRIISC; Louise Mahoney, MS, RYT, C-IAYT - CA WRIISC

  [https://bcove.video/34cO5a4](https://bcove.video/34cO5a4)**

**INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES**

- **WRIISC-PDHS The Effectiveness of Health Coaching: An Intervention for Veterans with Multi-symptom Illness** *(August 11, 2020):*

  TMS: ID# **43743**  TRAIN: ID# **1098323**

  Trisha Nakano Bhagen CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA – DC WRIISC; Walt Jachimowicz MSN, RN, CNL – DC WRIISC; Keri Maloney NBC-HWC, MA – DC WRIISC

- **WRIISC-PDHS Results of a Clinical Trial of Problem-Solving Treatment for GWI** *(June 9, 2020):*

  TMS: ID# **43769**

  Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC; David Litke, PhD - NJ WRIISC

- **WRIISC/PDHS Science and Policy Updates: Vietnam, GW 1 Vets & their Descendants:** *(May 12, 2020)*

  TMS: ID# **43507**

  Michele Robertson, MD, MPH – NJ WRIISC; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH – HOME

**COLLECTION 5: Chronic Multi-symptom Illness**

**WEBINARS**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

- **WRIISC-PDHS Lifestyle Factors and Brain Blood Flow Regulation** *(July 13, 2021):*

  TMS: ID# **44907**

  Jennifer Jennings, MD - CA WRIISC; Kamila Migdal, BA, PhD - DC WRIISC

- **WRIISC/PDHS Fibromyalgia and Veteran Care** *(March 10, 2020): TMS: ID# **43889**

  Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, M.Sc., MBA, FRCA, ABIHM - NJ WRIISC; Edward Shadiack, DO - NJ WRIISC

**INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES**

- **WRIISC-PDHS The Effectiveness of Health Coaching: An Intervention for Veterans with Multi-symptom Illness** *(August 11, 2020):*

  TMS: ID# **43743**  TRAIN: ID# **1098323**

  Trisha Nakano Bhagen CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA – DC WRIISC; Walt Jachimowicz MSN, RN, CNL - DC WRIISC; Keri Maloney NBC-HWC, MA – DC WRIISC
- **WRIISC-PDHS Results of a Clinical Trial of Problem-Solving Treatment for GWI** *(June 9, 2020):*
  TMS: ID# 43769  
  Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC; David Litke, PhD - NJ WRIISC

- **CMI and Suicide Ideation** *(September 10, 2019):*
  David Litke, PhD - NJ WRIISC; Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/3rDcYWE](https://bcove.video/3rDcYWE) **

- **Integrative Health/Functional Medicine Approaches to Chronic Multi-symptom Illness (CMI)** *(May 14, 2019):*
  Stephanie Grier, MSN, RN - NJ WRIISC; Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR - NJ WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/2TAbTPJ](https://bcove.video/2TAbTPJ) **

- **Integrative Sleep Intervention with a Dose of Health Coaching** *(March 12, 2019):*
  Trisha Nakano Bhagen, CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA - DC WRIISC; Sharon DeMocker, MD - DC WRIISC; Walt Jachimowicz, MSN, RN, CNL - DC WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/2Zwk3fS](https://bcove.video/2Zwk3fS) **

- **Integrative Health/Functional Medicine Approaches to CMI/GWI** *(March 20, 2018):*
  Sharon Democker, MD - DC WRIISC; Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR - NJ WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/2WbmK3A](https://bcove.video/2WbmK3A) **

- **Problem-solving Therapy for Cognitive Dysfunction after Deployment** *(August 9, 2016):*
  David Litke, PhD - NJ WRIISC; Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/3qZpCiq](https://bcove.video/3qZpCiq) **

---

**COLLECTION 6: Whole Health/Integrative Functional Medicine**

**WEBINARS**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES**

- **WRIISC-PDHS Lifestyle Factors and Brain Blood Flow Regulation** *(July 13, 2021):**
  TMS: ID# 44907  
  Jennifer Jennings, MD: CA WRIISC; Kamila Migdal, BA, PhD: DC WRIISC

- **Whole Health Approach to Post Deployment Health Care** *(February 26, 2019):*
  Janet Carter, PharmD, LAc - HOME; Heliana Ramirez, PhD, LISW - CA WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/3gKTvyd](https://bcove.video/3gKTvyd) **

- **Integrative Health/Functional Medicine Approaches to CMI/GWI** *(March 20, 2018):*
  Sharon Democker, MD - DC WRIISC; Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR - NJ WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/2WbmK3A](https://bcove.video/2WbmK3A) **

- **Integrative Medicine Approaches to Post Deployment Health** *(August 8, 2017):*
  Sharon Democker, MD - DC WRIISC  [https://bcove.video/3o1QmwD](https://bcove.video/3o1QmwD) **

- **Military Cultures- Experience. Reintegration and Whole Health** *(July 28, 2017):*
  TMS: ID# 33979  TRAIN: ID# 1072371  
  Carol Ramsey-Lucas, Chaplain - Trauma Services (DCVAMC); Jennifer Cho, MSW - Trauma Services (DCVAMC)

**INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES**

- **Food and Cognition: The Interplay of Nutrition and Neuroscience** *(November 12, 2019):*
  TMS: ID# 43930  TRAIN: ID# 1098315  
  Trisha Nakano Bhagen, CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA, - DC WRIISC; Kyle J. Jaquess, PhD - DC WRIISC
A Medical Nutrition Therapy Approach to Post-Deployment GI Health Management (October 29, 2019):
TMS: ID# 41837 Lindsey Proctor, MS, RDN, LDN - CA WRIISC

Integrative Health/Functional Medicine Approaches to Chronic Multi-symptom Illness (CMI) (May 14, 2019):
Stephanie Grier, MSN, RN - NJ WRIISC; Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR - NJ WRIISC

Integrative Sleep Intervention with a Dose of Health Coaching (March 12, 2019):
Trisha Nakano Bhagen, CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA - DC WRIISC; Sharon DeMocker, MD - DC WRIISC; Walt Jachimowicz, MSN, RN, CNL - DC WRIISC

COLLECTION 7: Cognitive & Psychological Health

WEBINARS
INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

WRIISC-HOME Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia: What you need to know (February 8, 2022):
Ansgar J. Furst, MSc, PhD - CA WRIISC; Donn Posner, PhD, CBSM, DBSM - CA WRIISC

WRIISC-HOME Toward Zero Harm: Addressing Mental Health Misdiagnoses in Veterans (December 14, 2021):
Kelly McCarron, PsyD - NJ WRIISC; Mikayla McAdams, PMHNP-BC - NJ WRIISC; Lisa Pickett, LCSW - NJ WRIISC; Samantha Varon - NJ WRIISC

WRIISC-PDHS Advances in Brain Stimulation Therapies to Boost Veteran Mental Health (November 10, 2020):
TMS: ID# 43511 TRAIN: ID# 1096332
Maheen Mausoof Adamson, PhD - VA Palo Alto HCS Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC); Jennifer Jennings, MD - CA WRIISC; Michelle Madore, PhD - VA Palo Alto HCS National Clinical TMS Program

PDHS/WRIISC: Gender Differences in Symptoms and Functional Outcomes in Veterans with TBI
(February 11, 2020):
TMS: ID# 43712 TRAIN: ID# 1098320
Maheen Mausoof Adamson, PhD - VA Palo Alto HCS Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC); Jennifer Jennings, MD - CA WRIISC

Psychosocial Stressors, Strength and Resilience of Combat Veterans (January 14, 2020):
TMS: ID# 43710 TRAIN: ID# 1098329
Lisa Pickett, LCSW - NJ WRIISC; Rachel Stewart, PhD, LCSW - DC WRIISC

Problem-solving Therapy for Cognitive Dysfunction after Deployment (August 9, 2016):
David Litke, PhD - NJ WRIISC; Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES

Wes Ashford, MD - CA WRIISC; Steve Woodward, PhD - National Center for PTSD

WRIISC-PDHS Military Sexual Trauma: Past, Present and Future (September 8, 2020):
TMS: ID# 43756 TRAIN: ID# 1098237
Leah N. Eizadi, MSN, FNP-C-CA WRIISC; Julie C Weitlauf, PhD - CA WRIISC
WRIISC PROVIDER AVAILABLE EDUCATION_COLLECTIONS: Accredited & Non-Accredited Curricula _ no Descriptions

- **WRIISC-PDHS Deployment-Related Mental Health and Neurocognitive Concerns** (April 20, 2020)
  TMS: ID# 43888  TRAIN: ID# 1098326
  Ryan Brewster, PhD - DC WRIISC; Kelly McCarron, PsyD - NJ WRIISC; Marina Veltkamp, PhD - DC WRIISC

- **Food and Cognition: The Interplay of Nutrition and Neuroscience** (November 12, 2019):
  TMS: ID# 43930  TRAIN: ID# 1098315
  Trisha Nakano Bhagen, CNS, NBC-HWC, MS, MA - DC WRIISC; Kyle J. Jaquess, PhD - DC WRIISC

**COLLECTION 8: Special Topics**

**WEBINARS**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

- **WRIISC-PDHS Communication about Exposures & Deployment Related Health Concerns** (February 9, 2021):
  TMS: ID# 44119  TRAIN: ID# 1098233
  Lisa McAndrew, PhD – NJ WRIISC; Susan L. Santos, PhD – NJ WRIISC* 
  https://bcove.video/2MKjTha*

- **WRIISC-PDHS Mobile Health Apps to Supplement Care** (January 12, 2021):
  TMS: ID# 43946  TMS ID# 1098251
  Timothy J. Avery, PsyD - NCPTSD, Dissemination & Training Division (Menlo Park)
  https://bcove.video/3sdwatx*
  http://va-eerc-ees.adobeconnect.com/pppaqxpz3w8/

- **Military Service and Combat Deployments: Strengthening the Patient-Provider Alliance in the Context of Moral Injury and Institutional Betrayal** (September 25, 2018):
  Kelly McCarron, PsyD - NJ WRIISC; Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, MS, MBA, FRCA, ABIHM, IFM-CP - NJ WRIISC
  https://bcove.video/3qV1htV**

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES***

- **Introduction to Post Deployment Health Services - War Related Illness & Injury Study Center (HOME - WRIISC)** (October 24, 2017): J. Wesson (Wes) Ashford, MD, PhD - CA WRIISC; Drew Helmer, MD, MS - NJ WRIISC; Matthew (Matt) Reinhard, PsyD, - DC WRIISC  https://bcove.video/3niXtk5**

- **Women Veterans and Midlife Health: What does military generation have to do with it?** (November 28, 2017): Julie Weitlauf, PhD - VISN 21; Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, MS, MBA, FRCA, ABIHM, IFM-CP - NJ WRIISC
  https://bcove.video/3qYvc4e**

- **Military Cultures- Experience. Reintegration and Whole Health** (July 28, 2017):
  TMS: ID# 33979  TRAIN: ID# 1072371
  Carol Ramsey-Lucas, Chaplain - Trauma Services (DCVAMC); Jennifer Cho, MSW - Trauma Services (DCVAMC)

**INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES**

- **WRIISC-PDHS Institutional Betrayal & Courage in Addressing Veteran Exposure Concerns: 75 Minutes = 1.25 CEUs** (October 27, 2020):
  TMS: ID# 43373  TRAIN: ID# 1096883
  Kelly McCarron, PsyD - NJ WRIISC; Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, MSc, MBA, FRCA, ABIHM, IFM-CP - NJ WRIISC; Michelle Robertson, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC; Susan L Santos, PhD, MS - NJ WRIISC

- **WRIISC-PDHS Military Sexual Trauma: Past, Present and Future** (September 8, 2020):
  TMS: ID# 43756  TRAIN: ID# 1098237
**WRIISC PROVIDER AVAILABLE EDUCATION_COLLECTIONS: Accredited & Non-Accredited Curricula _ no Descriptions**

Leah N. Eizadi, MSN, FNP-C - CA WRIISC; Julie C Weitlauf, PhD - CA WRIISC

- **Post Deployment Health Services: Epidemiology Research Update (July 16, 2019):**
  William Joel Culpepper II, PhD, MA - HOME; Aaron Schneiderman, PhD, MPH, RN - HOME
  [https://bcove.video/3aalN3K**](https://bcove.video/3aalN3K**)

- **Sexual Functioning in Veterans: Commonly Reported Difficulties, Dysfunctions and Disorders (January 23, 2018):**
  Kelly McCarron, PsyD - NJ WRIISC; Drew Helmer, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC; Julie Weitlauf, PhD - CA WRIISC
  [https://bcove.video/3niXLHH**](https://bcove.video/3niXLHH**)

**COLLECTION 9: Podcasts**

- Episode 12 - **War Related Injury & Illness Study Center (December 29, 2020):**
  Helena Chandler, PhD & Susan Santos, PhD, MS

- Episode 11 - **Wearable Technology Trends (December 15, 2020):**
  Michael Falvo, PhD, ACSM-CES & Matthew Watson, MS, ACSM-CEP

- Episode 10 - **Essential Food Nutrients (December 1, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 9 - **Mighty Mitochondria (November 17, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 8 - **Detoxifying: A Nutritional Body Cleanse (November 3, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 7 - **Eliminating Unhealthy Foods (October 20, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR, Steven Greer, MS, EP-C & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 6 - **Rebalancing for Wellness (October 6, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 5 - **Gut Function and Health (September 22, 2020):**
  Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, M.Sc., MBA, FRCA, ABIHM, Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 4 - **Tackling Chronic Inflammation (September 8, 2020):**
  Serena Satcher, MD, FAAPMR & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 3 - **Toxic Exposures and Gut Health (August 25, 2020):**
  Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, M.Sc., MBA, FRCA, ABIHM & Moderator Paulette Brower, LPC, NBCC, MBA

- Episode 2 - **Improving Patient Provider Communication (August 11, 2020):**
  Lisa McAndrews, PhD & Susan Santos, PhD, MS

- Episode 1 - **Difficult Patient/Provider Conversation (July 28, 2020):**
  Lisa McAndrews, PhD & Susan Santos, PhD, MS

**OTHER EDUCATION INITIATIVES**

- **Agent Orange: What You Need to Know to Care for Vietnam Era Veterans (January 23, 2021):**
  TMS: ID# 1096687  TRAIN: ID# 44031
This webinar addresses knowledge gaps primary care providers report needing for their aging Vietnam Era Veteran patients on Agent Orange military exposures. Participants learn about Agent Orange and its associated health conditions to screen for, to inform and improve Veterans overall health outcomes.

Michelle Robertson, MD, MPH - NJ WRIISC

  Lisa McAndrews, PhD – NJ WRIISC; Susan Santos, PhD, MS – NJ WRIISC

**UPCOMING FY 22 WEBINARS: Each to Seek Enduring Accreditation**

Available Early Registration Opportunities for Upcoming WRIISC-PDHS FY22 Webinars:

**INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES**

**CHRONIC MULTI-SYMPATOM ILLNESS**

- WRIISC-HOME Health Coaching for Veterans with Complex Pain (August 9, 2022): Lisa McAndrew, PhD - NJ WRIISC; Nicole Sullivan, PhD - NJ WRIISC
  To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS
  QR Code:

**EXPOSURES**

- WRIISC-HOME Infectious Diseases, Vaccinations, Antimalarials (March 8, 2022): John P. Barrett, MD, MPH, MS, FAAFP, FACPM - DC WRIISC; Michelle Kennedy Prisco, MSN, ANP-C - DC WRIISC; Peter D. Rumm, MD, MPH, FACPM-HOME
  To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS
  QR Code:

**WHOLE HEALTH/INTEGRATIVE FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE**

- WRIISC-HOME Yoga and Meditation for Veterans' Healing, Health, and Well-Being (April 12, 2022): Peter J Bayley, PhD - CA WRIISC; Caro Fenno, E-RYT - CA WRIISC
  To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS
  QR Code:

- WRIISC-HOME Applying Health Coaching Strategies to Clinical Care (June 14, 2022): Walt Jachimowicz, MSN RN CNL NBC-HWC – DC WRIISC; Rebecca McCullers, RN, RYT, NBC-HWC - DC WRIISC
  To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS
  QR Code:
WRIISC PROVIDER AVAILABLE EDUCATION_COLLECTIONS: Accredited & Non-Accredited Curricula _ no Descriptions

GULF WAR ILLNESS

- WRIISC-HOME Can Integrative Health Interventions Help GW1 Veterans? (September 13, 2022): Charity Breneman, PhD, MSPH - DC WRIISC; Matt Reinhard, PsyD - DC WRIISC

To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS

QR Code:

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL COURSES

AIRBORNE HAZARDS

- WRIISC-HOME Southwest Asia Deployment Associated Lung Disease: Diagnostic Challenges: (July 12, 2022): Anays Sotolongo, MD - NJ WRIISC & AHBPC; Silpa Krefft, MD, MPH - CO VAECHCS; John Osterholzer, MD - VA Ann Arbor

To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS

QR Code:

EXPOSURES

- WRIISC-HOME Exposure Concerns and Autoimmune Diseases (May 10, 2022): Omowunmi Osinubi, MD, M.Sc., MBA, FRCA - NJ WRIISC; Edward Shadiack, DO, MPH, CPH - NJ WRIISC

To Register: Non-VA employees TRAIN VA employees TMS

QR Code:

ENDURING CURRICULUM ACCESS: Go to VA’s Talent Management (TMS) Home Page on the date of each event. Click on “Learning” then scroll down and enter “WRIISC” in the find learning box to locate the training by title and for the LIVE access link. LIVE access is also available on VHA’s TRAIN Learning Network https://www.train.org/main/search?type=course by conducting the same search.

SHAREPOINT CURRICULUM ACCESS: Go to WRIISC Webinars - WRIISC-PDHS-2021-Webinar-Series - All Documents (sharepoint.com)